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It is now widely agreed in policy circles that international peace and security 
depend on functioning, reliable states. This consensus has-multiple origins, adherents, 
and policy consequences, but nowhere is its importance clearer than in countries trying to 
make a transition from civil war to peace with international assistance.

Developing over the last decade, this consensus now has 4 substantive 
components;

1. Institutions matter, not just individuals, getting the prices right, or aid flows.
2. Local ownership also matters, and this must mean a capacity to act, not just a will 

to act.
3. These matter above all to the sustainability of a peace process and the long-term 

prospects for political stability and economic growth and development.
4. State-building, state reconstruction, or institutionalization - the terms are used 

interchangeably - cannot wait, moreover, as once implied by the concepts like 
the relief-to-development gap^ or the problem of absorption capacity.^ It must 
begin from the beginning, concurrently with other relief and "peace-building 
activities.

Conceptual consensus may be necessary but not sufficient, however, to improved 
outcomes. The problem with post-war reconstruction policies, it is also now widely

* An earlier, and more comprehensive, version of this argument,-“Why'State-Building? Toward a 
Conceptual Framework,” was presented to a workshop held at The Graduate Center, City.University of 
New York, March 13, 2006. It and the broader project of which it is a part have been fimded by a grant 
from The Carnegie Corporation of New York. Companion arguments can be foimd in Woodward 200 , all 
fimded by a complementary project on State Failure and the Contemporary International Security Agenda 
by the Ford Foundation.
' [The Brookings process]
^ Paul Collier and Anke Hoeffler (2002/2004), a conclusion adopted by their wider study, Paul Collier, et 
al., (2003). The UNDP Occasional Paper, written by John Ohiorhenuan and Chetan Kumar for the Bureau 
for Crisis Prevention and Recovery, “Sustaining Post-Conflict Economic Recovery” makes this argument 
against the idea of “distinct or discrete phases” (17) in post-conflict transitions very clearly, arguing “that 
development assistance must be more systematically integrated from the earliest stage of post conflict 
support” and the task of building national capacities “should commence in the immediate aftermath of a 
conflict, alongside the provision of short-term humanitarian and recovery support”(15).
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agreed, is operational, specifically the problem of coordination among the many 
responsible organizations and interested parties and their vast variety of specific activities 
and goals in the field. Current efforts are, therefore, focused on developing the 
organizational basis for that coordination - in a United Nations Peacebuilding 
Conunission, support office, and fund; in the concept of integrated missions and the 
growing practice of joint assessment missions; and in the many new governmental offices 
of reconstruction and stabilization to coordinate foreign, develophient, and defense policy 
in post-conflict settings by donors, from Washington to Westminster andJBrussels under 
the slogan, policy coherence.

This paper seeks to argue that the problem lies elsewhere and that the focus on 
coordination makes the actual problem worse. The problem of state-building in the 
transition-from civil war to peace is very specific; it is only tangentially related to what 
we normally mean by states; and it cannot be solved by programs and policies of 
international assistance. The best that can be done by outsiders, and that best would 
actually be a major contribution, is not to make the task more difficult for locals. We 
need to develop a doctrine of “do no harm” (Anderson 1999) for this aspect of 
peacebuilding activities as well.

The paper proceeds first to identify the problem behind the focus on coordination; 
second, to identify the specific problem of the civil-war and post-war state; and third, to 
start the conversation on why we need a doctrine of “do no harm.”

Why Coordination May Make the Problem Worse

The recognition of the importance of state-building in the immediate post-war 
environment, as summarized in these four points, is the extent of the consensus. It does 
not exist on the substance of state-building. There are many understandable reasons for 
this, but itds hard to see how improvements in current practice, let alone helpful guidance 
to these new post-conflict institutions, can occur witnout greater cianty on what we mean 
by states, state-building or reconstruction^.and why. We do not know whether the current 
ambiguities are useful or harmful, where there are overlaps among distinct actors, where 
gaps, and where actual contradictions and conflicts.

This assertion might come as a surprise to those aware of the huge production of 
official, grey, and research documents on the subject since Boutros Boutros-Ghali’s 
supplement to Agenda for Peace was published in 1995 and the World Bank dedicated its 
annual report for 1997 to The State in a Changing World. Since 2001 and the growing 
focus on state failure or state fragility, this policy literature has grown exponentially. A 
closer look at these documents, however, reveals a host of vague labels and slogans, 
assumptions that go imchallenged despite their rejection or at least contest in the 
academic literature, and an underlying presumption that we can take for granted that we
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all know what the state, “institutions,” or “good governance” is.^ Moreover, there are 
solid political reasons for this vagueness.

First, while the explicit focus on.states and institutions is remarkably yoimg, given 
how prominent the consensus now is and how resistant the same actors were to such a 
focus as recently as the early 1990s, its^licy and programmatic elements‘are n^tnev^ 
States, international and regional organi^tions, private philanthropies, and even armies 
have been attempting to aid the transformation of domestic political and economic 
systems since the origins of such a distinction between domestic and foreign order. A 
quick glance at the activities of the League of Nations in the 1920s toward new states in 
eastern Europe, the Ford Foundation in Asia and Africa in the 1950s and 1960s, the 
United Nations Trusteeship Council in the processes of decolonization, or the economic 
reforms promoted by technical assistance and loans and after 1971, explicit 
conditionality, by the international financial institutions is sufficient. As criticisms of 
those who sought lessons iBrom the Allied occupations of Germany and Japan after world 
war II for current coalition policies in Iraq'* correctly warn, the differences among these 
cases are more important than their similarities. There is a similarity, nowever, and 
increasingly so over me past 25 years or so, in &e policies and programs being promoted.

There are, therefore, huge individual and organizational habits, sunk costs, and 
vested interests of skills and networks at stake in trvinp tn reform current activities. This 
presents a major political obstacle to any suggestion that policies designed for very 
different purposes should not be applied wholesale and unquestioningly to the~very 
specife"circumstances ot countnes emerging trom internal war. ihere are some 
exce^ons7such as the careful analysis of post-war violence and the promotion, by the 
Brahimi Report on Peacekeeping Operations, of a new doctrine of civilian policing and 
by certain bilateral donors (the Norwegians above all), of changes in assistance to police 
reform in post-conflict settings,^ but these are rare.

Second, as the focus on strategic coordination recognizes, state-building policies 
are performed by many actors, all of whom guard their autonomy jealously. Each has 
come to th^bcus on state-building by a difter^ItToute, iiTfesp^se to a distinct set of 
challenges and concerns, and from a different disciplinary perspective. That these 
members of the humanitarian, human rights' development, and secunty Communities (and 
sub-communities such as development banks versus developrnentiagencies, militaries 
with a peacekeeping tradition and doctrine and those without, or distinct humanitarian 
traditions such as ICRC .versus UNHCR) use similar terminology is misleading, however. 
The same labels erroneously imply a shared understanding of these terms and their 
theoretical assumptions. Experience shows otherwise, that they are actually talking past 
each other. Their concept of the state differs, and the specific tasks involved in its 
construction or transformation focus on separate parts of the proverbial elephant.

^ Some might cite, in disagreement, the conclusions of Daniel Kaufman’s detailed comparisons of terms, 
measures, and conclusions on the subject of governance for the World Bank, but I include these studiesjin 
this category.

Dobbins, et al., 200 .
^ See the work by Hansen, Dwan, Scheye, and Peake (Stimson).
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Thir^ the state traditions and historical path of state formation among states in the 
international system var^nunensely. Individuals who participate in policy-making or 
field operations in an international missioivwhether they represent their owm country or 
an international or non-governmental organization, bring different perspectives and 
values to the tasks of state-building. Like the differences among collecuve, sectoral 
actors, moreover, these differences are rarely articulated and tend to be hidden behind 
(formally) common terms. When they are discussed, or when misunderstandings lead to 
questioning, moreover, the pluralistic character of the international system and above all 
its norm of sovereignty require, for both ethical and practical reasons, that these 
differences be respected. Seeking consensus on a particular model of the state
deliberately Voided because it wouldhe a highly contentious process.

•" "

Fourth, state-building and transformation are intensely political activities, in terms 
of both th'emotivations of cfutsiders and the. essence of states. The norm of sovereignty 
and its effect on the operative charters and mandates of international and multilateral 
organizations, howeverj prohibits any activities that could be interpreted as political. A 
pretense of apolitical and technocratic characterizations of such activities and obfuscation 
are thus necessary. Hence the preference tor terms such ai capacity-building, 
“owriefshipT^d even “good governance,” as if these were matters of technical 
assistance to requesting governments and one could reverse who is principal and agent by 
mere rhetoric.

The increased demand for coordination and policy coherence currently, and the 
creation of institutionalized forums to meet this demand, run counter to^these reasons for 
a lack of substantive consensus on state-building and for avoiding discussion of what 
stat&^huildmg really means, on what a state is. Coordination and coherence both presuine 
and require general frameworks on which participants can agree and act. The pressure is 
even greater if this demand is raised to the level of overall strategic coordination, such as 
the Peacebuilding Commission aims to achieve. Standing funds, the urgency of which is 
widely agreed, will also invite competition (and intensify the pressure for agreement) 
over preferred frameworks, interpretations, and priorities.

Qnexan predict two consequences of this new pressure for coordination: (1) 
equally strong pressiire to develop best-practice manuals and general templates, in direct 
conflict with the wide recognition in the policy world of the importance of context (that 
is, case variation) and in the academic world of the fact of variation (whose patterns can 
be analyzed and expTained, but are the fact of life), and (2) the dor^n^ce in defining 
those models and templates of those who have the greatest power (political, rnilimyTand 
economic resources) in these decision-making tbrums (e.g., the way the World Bank has

® I am grateful to Renata Dwan for alerting me to the effect of this problem in Europe alone (despite 
persistent, non-European complaints about the hegemony of a “European state” model), for example, in 
finding sponsors to give resources and visibility to a common European Union (EU) policy on state failure, 
Similarly, the humanitarian community strongly opposes pressures for greater policy coherence because it 
believes the interests and perspectives of strategic actors would inevitably override those of humanitarians 

(see Macrae 2002: chapter 1).
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won out over UNDP in defining economic policy, development strategy, and more 
recently “good governance,” or the relative influence over particular state-building 
models among the particular great powers - the US, EU, UK, Spain, France, and so forth 
- who choose to intervene in a specific case). Both consequences run directly counter to 
the vast academic literature on what will work, and also are likely to strengthen both the 
leverage of those who already dominate collective choices in this field and the 
corresponding interest, in reaction, in maintaining bureaucratic autonomy.

The “Problem” of the Post-Conflict State

The language of “good governance” and its accompanying emphasis on the state 
as institutions to implement good policies has not only parachuted into the world of 
peacebuilding from elsewhere but also fundamentally misunderstands the particular 
nature of civil wars and the tasks of ending them. Civil wars vary enormously - in their 
cau^s, duration, intensity, territorial extent, and goals - and this variation is rarely 
respgcted in s^e-biii1ding activities. But they do have one characteristic in common: a 
challenge so severe to the authority of the existing state and a level of political 
uncertainty over the rules that regulate access to political ppwer and its offices that there 
is, effectively, no state - no unchallenged authority over decisions on public matters and 
the instruments of their enforcement in that territory.

This contest between those who represent a particular constitutional framework, 
which sets the rule^of the game for who has authority (including, above all, over the use 
of force) and thus what means of amassing power are legitimate, and those who represent 
an alternative, or between and among separate groups, each fighting for their own 
alternative, is often what one means by state failure, or the collapse of the state. It is not 
that no administrative structures exist or even that officials do not continue to perform 
their official tasks, but that their authority is too uncertain to provide the security that 
rules provide (no matter how unjust they are perceived). ,In distinguishing between 
economists’ concept of institutions and political institutions, Terry Moe identifies the 
problem:

What happens when there aren’t any rules? The answer is that social actors are 
plunged into a Hobbesian world in which everyone is nominally free to make 
their own decisions and free to enter into whatever cooperative arrangements they 
like - but in which everyone is also vulnerable to predation by everyone else, and 
the weak are particularly vulnerable to predation by the powerful. They are fi-ee 
to be robbed, free to be murdered, free to be enslaved. This may seem extreme; 
but in a world of self-interested, opportunistic individuals who are unconstrained 
by rules and not assumed to have any particular moral values, there will surely be 
some who seek to tyrannize and otherwise take advantage of others - and with 
resources unequally distributed, some of these people may have ample means of 
getting their way (Moe: 13).

The literature on the causes of civil war distinguishes between the decay of a 
particular system of authority (which may last a very long time and be imperceptible to
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both insiders and observers at the time) and itiactuajbreaMown (which is likely to be a 
result only of some triggering event). One can equally distinguish between the_2grp.d of 
civil warden thjxontest over post-war rules of the game is viojent and the penodgien 
the7^1wbiicease=fire (or even a signed, negotiated peace agreement) buttiie^est 
is nofYefeverTiie competition to mobilize and control the resources, including th 
foiSiifeir^liances and coalitions, which might be converted into the power to impose 
a new set of rules in one’s favor may continue for a long time before it converges o 
some clear, new rules on in the distribution of power among ‘
fnarties classes, ranks, religious authonties, regions, and so on) that creates a 
^tmchially induced equilibrium” of state authority. In this regard, civil wars are m the 
same class of events as revolutions, as Arthur Stinehcombe analyzes:__ Revolutims tue 
stopped by building a government.” (1999, p. ). By that he means a stabilization of 
power uncertainties” as against the “rapid, even erratic” and continuing chrage in the 
relative power of competing groups that characterize civil wars and revolutions and 
prevent die formation of coalitions that can succeed m getting some rules and outcomes 
seen as legitimate and others as illegitimate.

It is important to reemphasize here the difference between the problen^f 
rrmtested authoritv and the problem of specific administrative cap^kjes, as the state ^ 
buildingpoEc^ntoturete^sto emphasize. StatejnstitutionsinJ^latteLsgpse, w i e 
importmt, may not havecoUapised. Governments continue to perform many functions^ 
Challengers hold terntorybjT^tting up alternative administrations and winning supp 
^d loyflty from local populations. Ixical officials look to 
if the state’s overall capacity to do so has gone or they move with their displaced

ca^ps or places for the internally displaced and contmue to
govern them. Organization for war itself tends to consolidate the ear y proliferation of 
paramilitary and militia .groups into increasingly rule-boimd internally coherent ^d 
structured^rganizations (Zahar; Sanin). The multiple individual loyalties and local 
conflicts thafplay a dominant role in the violence of war (Kalyvas) also begin to congeal 
behind the metanarrative of the conflict and its simpler .division of political identities and 
loyalties into enemy camps, friend and foe, ^d their respective claims to rule.

What we know less about is the relation betv^entheseja^in_r^nn^ 
k necesSiPTIori^ciety to fundtion. Policy ciSiitly em^izes service delivery 

as tEe^^ of restoredlegitimacyr^out recognizing that pubhcpro^sion of secunty, 
k c^r.s£Lnot43n1v^nll¥sical security but above all of reduced uncertamtyao^ihe 
nowCT^Sgle over ie crastitotio^ rufes on the access to legitimate power, isjhe 
nre^^Hditi^f other peace-promoting activities, both public and pnvate. As Dan Posner 
^teT'^ctioning state that provides public order and security is a prerequisite for the
existence ofcivil society” (2002). Because we emphasize the violence and
accompanying atrocities and severe violations of human rights that ch^actenze cml w^, 
portrayng civil war in its negative terms only, we also do not do ^h investigation m 
the w^^at authority and trust are being built during th^ar, what the war itself may 

have created positively for its termination.

’ But see Duffield and Cramer on this concept of war as abnonml and only negative; and some (Marchal, 

Zahar) do research the transformations during war that help end them.
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Toward a Doctrine of Do No Harm in Place of State-Building

What should external actors do to assist this process of “building a govemi^nt”?
I propose to start a discussion on this question with two propositions: (1) no government, 
in the sense discussed in the previous section, wjll solve the civil-war problem unless it is 
doipestically legitimated, that is, the work is done by the people themselves; only they 
canbuild a state that lasts; and (2) outsiders can make this task easier or more difficult by 
the way in which they contribute to worsening or lessening the power struggle and 
poli^ai uncertainty. Currently, I suggest, international actors tend to induce more 
uncertainty anaihsecurity into the immediate post-war environment, m^ing the first task 
even more difficult than it already is.

The statistical evidence, for example, is not encouraging. Civil wars that end in 
military victory for one side are far more likely to last than negotiated settlements (where 
third parties assist in bringing the warring parties together in some “deal” which then has 
to be implemented). In the original work by Roy Licklider on civil wars between 1945 
and 1993, the war did not recur in 85 percent of those ending in militarywictory, while it 
did resume in 50 percent of those ended by negotiation.® Page Fortna’s data bring this up 
to the end of the 1990s, with the same result on the durability of peace - 80 percent with 
military victory, and only 32 percent when UN peacekeepers are sent to support the 
negotiated cease-fire (cited by Weinstein: 10). Jeremy Weinstein has provoked very 
interesting turmoil in the policy world recently with his concept of autonomous recovery, 
based on data from Afiica, 1975-2000, where 46 percent of the civil wars did not recur 
“in the absence of a UN intervention,” while UN involvement reduces this to less than 25 
percent (2005). The explanation forthese statistical correlations is the political 
consequences of military viUuiy. they appeal' tcrpToduce leaders with enough power, to 
for^the coalitions and impose the terms ot a peace^ the stabilizing bargain, while the 
victory itseit is a result of the political institutions forged during the war which, as both 
executive and representative institutions, are sustainable. Negotiated settlements and the 
current policies of international assistance in support of those settlements do not.

The prognosis for successful state-building operations, in the aggregate at least, is 
not good. Fortna (2005) has also discovered a stnkmg trend: an ever smaller percentage 
of wars end in military victory/defeat. An ever larger percentage, particularly of civil 
wars - 70 percent in the period since 1989 - end in negotiated compromises. This is a 
paradox of success in the field of peacekeeping^ and the right to intervene, as she 
explains it, for now the task borne by victorious wartime leaders is increasingly handed to 
international peacekeeping operations. Moving more quickly to halt the violence requires

* This argument underlies Betts’ warning in “The Delusion of Impartial Intervention” - wars are about who 
rules, and they do not end until this question is settled.
’ Fortna’s careful and exhaustive analysis of the possible explanations for the decline in wars ending in 
militarily decisive outcomes is “the development of peacekeeping, first for use in interstate conflicts, and 
then in civil wars” which “has changed war outcomes, making belligerents who cannot win outright more 
likely to settle for a draw rather than continue to fight” (Fortna 2005: 35).
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more than monitoring and holding a cease-fire; it now requires transforming a negotiated 
compromise into a lasting peace by creating a sustainable state.

/? ^ i ^
Even in cases of what outsicfers judge successful transitions, such as 

Mozambique, the use of international assistance to deliver the social services normally 
associated with government left locals “confused over who is govemmenl and who is 
not” (Bomstein: note 23). " ^

Post-conflict reconstruction is now viewed bv external actors more generally as 
an “opportunity” that does not exist in normal times to “transform” the economy, society, 
and'poTifical system. This transformative agenda includes marketization and 
liberalization, democratization, decentralization, and the promotion of civil society, 
womens’ rights, minority rights, some vague concept of the rule of law, and^gw. This 
set of goals, however, contradict^ both of my propositions: (1) the,agenda powS^ljes with 
the outsiders; to the extent that the code word participation is use^ h is not participation 
in poilcylbmation or the goals of donor assistance which is universally acknowledged to 
be supply-driven; and (2) the^ goals are intentionally, and hugely, disruptive; they 
generate much greater uncertainty at the very time wEencifeens are looking for anchors* 
of predictability, stability, and reassurance.

CPThis uncertainty occurs at three levels. Externally, the focus on state-building 
assumes that both the causes of a civil war and the tasks of ending it lie within a country. 
Yet thdre is ample evidence that this is not the case, at least in part. Many civil wars in 
the 1990s and even many that begin during the 1980s are a response to the collapse of a 
particular international order in which the state foqnd its stabilizing niche and to which its 
policies (tbreign, develo^ental, ideological often) were a response. Many others are 
provoked by an economic crisis that originates in changes in their international economic 
position (trade, debt, currency) and whose resolution depends on the external 
environment in some way. Still others are a consequence of their neighborhood such as 
the spillover from a neighboring civil war, its refugees, arms traffickers, aiiiTso forth. 
Withoutsoroq-explicit restabilization of that external environment, the domestic political 
contest cannnt re^bilizc. The positive examples of a Mozambique or Cambodia, where 
a change ip the external environment helped bring peace, are out-mynbered by the 
negative examples. Noj are these unstable neighborhoods independent of external 
assistance to peace, as the case of Macedonia illustrates so clearly.

The example of Macedonia suggests there may even be a tradeoff in the 
international approach between recognizing the*need for a stable external framework and 
the requirements that states solve.problems in their internal ^tate-building policies alone. 
The preventive deployment, UNPROFOR III (renamed ETNPREDEP in 1995), sent to the 
northern and western borders of Macedonia at the end of 1992 to prevent war in other 
parts of the stiirdissolving federal Yugoslavia (presumed to come from Serbia) from 
spilling onto aT&ewly independent (but unrecognized, and thus fragile, due to Greek 
obstruction) Macedonia had an unintended but significant positive effect on domestic 
instability, reassuring citizens that the international community supported the existence of 
their state and its territorial integrity so that they could focus their energies on the
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domestic aspects of nation-building and state-building; when UNPREDEP was 
withdrawn, in preparation for the NATO operation against Serbia in 1999, this 
moderating effect not only disappeared and violence erupted, but the follow-on approach 
of EU and US negotiators was to require a new, internationally mediated peace 
framework to manage these tensions through domestic constitutional reforms alone. ” Its 
stability is not yet assured, in large part because of the unresolved status of Kosovo to its 
north, which keeps alive the “Albanian question” and the primary challenge to the 
survival of the Macedonian state, and thus no way to resolve definitively the statebuilding 
issues of Macedonia. The case of Afghanistan, Iraq, and countries in west Africa, for 
example, are different in details,\but not in the fundamental principle.

The second level is that of the state, or national constitution. At this level, the 
negative consequenceTbf external pressme for early elections have received substantial 
commentary and analysis. On the one hand, elecjtionsintensify the political contest at the 
very moment that outsiders are calling for “reconciliation” and peace requires a 
stabilization of the power struggle and uncertainty. Voters demonstrate this need to 
reduce the intense insecurities of the period by voting for those who still control guns or 
whose capacity to return to war seems greatest (as Terrence Lyons shows for Liberia and 
many argue in regard to Bosnia and Herzegovina). Pressures for active programs of 
transitional justice, whether by external courts or local justice, similarly induce greater 
conflict at the early stage. Favored diplomatic approaches to the political bargain o/ a 
peace agreement, based on the principle of power sharing, only postpone the state- 
buildirig solution as defined above and generate a new phase of the wartime contest for 
the resources, coalition partners, and international support that will ensure a 
constitutional victory for their side when it is finally possible to achieve.

In seeking to obtain local compliance with external requests or demands, 
moreover, diplomats insist on retaining the leverage that ambiguity gives them (they tend 
to call it “construclive ambiguity,” without a definition) as an incentive to act. UN 
mandates are notorious for being only six months at a time, creating huge uncertainty 
about whether the troops will remain or not, but these stiort-term mandates are often 
justified also as an incentive to local parties to meet whatever terms they have signed up 
to or outsiders expect. Donors generally distrust postwar leaders and early governing 
structures and communicate this regularly by insisting on retaining-external control over 
trusffimd^ on international NGOs as implementing partners, on providing only technical 
assistance to delay making political commitments, and on shifting much activity 
increasingly to “bottom-up,” community-based approaches to circumvent the.govemment 
entirely. • Yet, as discussed above, this violates the strong evidence that trust is reciprocal 
- not only do citizens gain trust from trustworthy behavior on the part of governments.

This description of the trade-off does not mean to imply that the two approaches are equally effective; the 
current fragility and long-term uncertainty of the Ohrid framework and the political consequences of its 
implementation suggest they are not. The reasons why these are not substitutes for protecting a country 
against external threat are particularly well-developed in St^EenEllis’s devastating, historical analysis of 

the origins of the Liberian civil war, The Mask of Anarchy.
" Such as the “Standards before Status” for Kosovo or the benchmarks for US withdrawal being required 
by the US government, and particularly its ambassador to Baghdad, of the Iraqi government in October 
2006 and against which the prime minister reacted strongly.
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but also “government regulators who trust the people they are regulating,are more likely 
to evoke trustworthy behavior and compliance” (Levi and Stoker 2000: 493). This 
problem of “dual legitimacy,” as Ghassan Salame and.^amett Rubin (R,ubin 2005) call it, 
also"un3effl5n^]^£jS^c mechanism of accountability - the budget - in any modem 
government and raises doubts about the actual aims of outsiders.’^

Siy)i mechanisms and methods by which outsiders induce even greater 
uncertainty and conflict into a situation that should be working toward the opposite m^ 
he. seen as unintended, although there are many who will openly defend the importance of 
“shaking up existing power structures,” in their words, through such transfoimative 
agendas. Outsiders also intervene,in civil wars, however, because they actively support 
one side. Their policies of assistance and agenda-structuring are explicitly aimed to 
support that side, to use the post-war period to continue the tvar until that side wins 
definitively (whether through legal and constitutional changes as in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina and Kosovo, or with military means as in Afghanistan and Iraq), even if 
they hide this intention behind labels of supporting “moderates” and opposing “radicals” 
or “insurgents.” While Richard Betts may be right that partiality is the only way to end a 
war, such activities are usually portrayed as assistance to the peace process, without 
acknowledging its explicit political bias that locals see all too well

At the third, Ipcaland societal level, one can cite the increasing emphasis by all 
offering assistoi^, from the World Bank to UNDP and bilateral donors, on forums of 
stmctured participation in community development programs, which aim to replace the 
local authorities^ with separate con^itmity lomms andTatthe least, create new 
competition locally over who is the legitimate authority. The tactics of gender 
mainstreaming, such as quotas for women’s participation in voter lists and pafiaments, 
without adffi-essing the structural bases of gender discrimination in that society, reflect a 
striking insensitivity to the ways this may increase uncertainty by dismpting gender 
relations, challenging existing power stmctures, and making women more vulnerable 
when the short-term donors leave (Massed; Nakaya). Pressures and programs for land 
pri vatizati^. common to all post-conflict reconstruction assistance, intentionally disrupt 
core social and political relationships in a locality and surely increase uncertainty about 
the distribution of local (especially rural) power (see Verdery), at least in the short run.^'^ 
Financial assistance to the development of civil society organizations, moreover, has

As Rubin writes for the Afghan case,'“less than a quarter Of all expenditures were channeled through the 
Afghan government’s” 2005.budgefc “Thq internationally sponsored public sector operates according to its 
own rales” (101). See also former Minister of Finance, Ashraf Ghani, on the many negative consequences 
of this practice.

This is an important area for comparative research. Much case research, such as on Bolivia or 
Friedman’s work on South Africa, demonstrates the ability of the government to prevent participation by 
those who might oppose government policy and not to allow a voice for those who would otherwise need 
an opportunity; research on Afghanistan demonstrates that such forums reinforce the existing local power 
structure, whether democratic or oligarchic; but forums in Mozambique have been able to utilize the PRSP 
process to oppose land privatization twice, thus far.

Moreover, the issue of property rights in land is misplaced, according to Jeimifer Garvey (personal 
communication, Maputo, November 26, 2005); what matters for investors as well as cultivators is clarity 
about the procedures by which each of the rights in the property-rights bundle is operationalized and 
enforced.
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been shown empirically to generate huge competition amorig members of the urban, 
professional middle-class who should be working politicahtogether in-support of the 
liberal democratic goals they tend to support, particularly4ince the alternatives for local 
financing are so poor under post-war economic conditions and donors progressively 
reduce the amounts and increase the competition after the first few years.

This schematic listing of ways that outsiders, in some ways intentionally and in 
others unintentionally, ma^the task of reducing the level of uncertainty and contest over 
post-war power much more difficult is aimed only at generating a policy discussion, not 
the empirical research necessary to demonstrate its need. Research will siireTy eiriend the 
listsuBstantially as well as providing evidence, more careful contextualization, and 
causal analysis. If both propositions are correct, are there ways that external actors can 
temper their assistance agenda with the questionsTKaniumanitanans already accept, at 
least in principle - that the prior question of assistance to countnes m conflict or 
PTnerpincT frnm war is how not to make matters worse, to do no harm? TQ4o_soTnr^ard 
to itate^uilding,liowever, have to recognize the essential requirement ^reducing 
uncertainty and stabilizing the rules on access to power and its legitimate use that is the 
primary characteristic of civil war.
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